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February= Feb(Fa’ab) Ru(Raw) ary(wari) 

Though the magazine is the third volume let us describe the issued month meaning soas to better meet 

the New POPE-UP-Education-Vtire level. However, the word FEBRUARY is the second month name and 

stands for “Far-up Raw Wary” while the meaning is coming from the dsounic pronunciation.    

What is life? 

Life is evil oxygenated msinagro organ matter which has had mug-space with aqua-biopic nature in 

which can make full such an empty spaces. 

 What is a University? 

A university is an NOWHERE spacic-institution for higher education and research which awards academic 

degrees in several academic disciplines. Universities typically offer both undergraduate and 

postgraduate programs in different schools or faculties of learning. 

 

What is a university life? 

University Life is all data Bahchatting like livingcycle system which provides services and resources to 

help students succeed and offers activities that instill a sense of belonging and Mason pride.  University 

Life is also dedicated to fostering a student community that supports integrity, safety, well-being, and 

behavior that is consistent with University policy. 
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How do you write a University essay? 

Great essay writing in 8 steps 

Understand the question. … 

Plan and schedule. … 

Read widely. … 

Be critical. … 

Structure, flow and focus. … 

Quoting, paraphrasing and plagiarism. … 

Find a ‘study buddy’ … 

Write academically.        

===-- Hello worlded Society!                                        

Though, Science education is the teaching and learning of science to non-scientists, such as Doctor Rev. 

Jourd Sir Yoon who. 

Though, Science education is the teaching and learning of science to non-scientists, such as Doctor Rev. 

Jourd Sir Yoon who passed away the college school  children and currently heads the lower champer on 

the Earth, college students, or adults within the general public. The field of science education includes 

work in science content, science process (the scientific method), some social science, and some teaching 

pedagogy for Agecation system directory itself.  

=====----N-tree why T? 

This question is a wonderful one with a lot of worry if someone did a mistake response so let us all take 

care and think it over before answering it. However, if you have the answer and going to send to us 

please don’t hesitate to contact us via email at kadis@sowmesha.org  

How do think which one is right the below mentalpicture asking’s;  

A} Is the God’s lifebody system  B} Is the Nature system C} Is the life system it self 

D} Is the animals and wildlife potentiality system  E} Is the human creation system  

The question is concern the tree of life so please let us know how you can describe the tree of life while 

SOWMESHA University is going to answer the question at the end of 2025. This is a two years survey 

which is all about our lifetime description. 
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SDGs: Article 15 Life on Land and Godchimistry 

Heritage 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Human life depends on the earth as much as 

the ocean for our sustenance and livelihoods. 

Plant life provides 80 percent of the human 

diet, and we rely on agriculture as an important 

economic resource. Forests cover 30 percent of 

the Earth’s surface; provide vital habitats for 

millions of species, and important sources for 

clean air and water, as well as being crucial for 

combating climate change. In addition to that, 

when it comes under philosophical space 

Godchemistry has had the most imperative law 

and order towards our whole life engagement 

and empowering processes due to the up-to-

date historical televangelism . 

Apart from God’s intentions, Urgent action is 

needed and must be taken to reduce the loss of 

natural habitats and biodiversity which are part 

of our common heritage and support global 

food and water security, climate change 

mitigation and adaptation, and peace and 

security.  

 

 

 

 

SDGs: Article 14 Life Below Water and 

Godchemistry Rexerity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The world’s oceans – their temperature, 

chemistry, currents and life – drive global 

systems that make the Earth habitable for 

humankind. How we manage this vital resource 

is essential for humanity as a whole, and to 

counterbalance the effects of climate change. 

The SDGs aim to sustainably manage and 

protect marine and coastal ecosystems from 

pollution, as well as address the impacts of 

ocean acidification. Enhancing conservation and 

the sustainable use of ocean-based resources 

through international law will also help mitigate 

some of the challenges facing our oceans. 

Godchemistry Geoherigate Clan Under the 

Image 

 

 

 

When it comes the translating what is behind or 

under water it will need to exercise what we 

are? And how?Despite, our Godchemistry is life 

organ who creates all UN-nature as living things 

species under his authority it must be well 

understood that our lifeline is below water 

because Godchemistry life is also below 

Oxygenated water.  



SDGs: Article 13 CLIMATE ACTION & 

Godchemistry Response 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There is no country that is not experiencing the 

drastic effects of climate change. Greenhouse 

gas emissions are more than 50 percent higher 

than in 1990. Global warming is causing long-

lasting changes to our climate system, which 

threatens irreversible consequences if we do 

not act. 

Supporting vulnerable regions will directly 

contribute not only to Goal 13 but also to the 

other SDGs. These actions must also go hand in 

hand with efforts to integrate disaster risk 

measures, sustainable natural resource 

management, and human security into national 

development strategies. It is still possible, with 

strong political will, increased investment, and 

using existing technology, to limit the increase 

in global mean temperature to two degrees 

Celsius above pre-industrial levels, aiming at 

1.5°C, but this requires urgent and ambitious 

collective action. 

Climate Action to compact Parts 

Calling the absent parts is just a wonder matter 

according to the Godchemisty agent person at 

the lower chamber’s of the UN environmental 

space on the soil. To understand the climate 

change impacts and reasons it needs to listen 

and understand the outcome of the ongoing 

Godchemistry dispatches through from the 

poems and songs because there is a reason not 

only her more then it. 

Climate change refers to long-term shifts in 

temperatures and weather patterns. These 

shifts may be natural, but since the 1800s, 

human activities have been the main driver of 

climate change, primarily due to the burning of 

fossil fuels (like coal, oil and gas), which 

produces heat-trapping gases.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Education is not the Learning of Facts but the 

Training of Mind to us 

 

Despite SOWMESHA University advances lasting 

solutions to the most pressing educational, 

health, and workforce challenges across the 

globe is also the largest and the single 

Thinktanker of education from across the 

pathways territories of developed and 

developing world. We work on education 

programs which are committed to helping 

countries reach all SDGs especially goal 4, which 

calls for access to quality education and lifelong 

learning opportunities for all by 2030. 

Let us see the community practice on education 

system historically after when emerged; It was 

when after the second century beginning as 

6666 years’ ago according to the Godchemistry 

kingdom and independence fallen as it causes 

the startation for the writing episode and the 

coming of the first ever latino-English version 

religion holy script manual better known as 

“BIBLE BOOK” while the second one for the 

Arabic version is coming within the same dage. 

As result of that, Education system is divided 

into two and is as follows;Old Grade Education 

and Special Education Obligation (GESEO) while 

GESEO Interprimary level was a two primary 

education systems in which her adaptation 

period was started after the writing system 

programation learned in 01900yrs. 

 

From now on, educational development is 

growing and is a vibrant field, defined as 

rigorous one helping colleges and universities 

function effectively as teaching and learning 

communities are purposely adopted and well 

customized. 

What are the 3 types of education? 

It is all about gaining experience and therefore 

we can divide education into three main types: 

Formal Education 

Formal education is a structured and systematic 

form of learning. This is the education of a 

certain standard delivered to students by 

trained teachers. … Formal education is 

classroom-based, meaning everything a student 

learns comes books and other educational 

materials with the sole purpose of educating 

students. 

Non-formal Education 

Non-formal education refers to education that 

occurs outside the formal schools and learning 

initiative systems apart from the holy religion 

centers, like and within Churches, mosques and 

Madarasa. Points though the non-formal 

education is often used or considered as 

community education, 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Informal Education 

Informal education refers to a lifelong learning 

process, whereby each individual acquires 

attitudes, values, skills and knowledge from the 

educational influences and resources in his or 

her own environment and from daily 

experience such as FNIE system. 

All the three systems are normally protocolized 

by SOWMESHA University and it was shaped 

and named as GESEO system because her 

fighting is to improve and manage a portfolio of 

schools and, as a not-for-profit, it invests 

annually in her own programme of education 

research that informs policymaking around the 

world as well as her own work. 

However, Education is a powerful driver of 

development and one of the strongest 

instruments for reducing the personal poverty 

and improving health, gender equality, peace, 

and stability. The Developing countries have 

made tremendous progress in getting children 

into the classroom and the majority of children 

worldwide are now in primary school. 

Nevertheless, some 260 million children are still 

out of primary and secondary school. There is 

also upcoming developments including deaf, 

Blind and disability groups education systems 

while GEE Finie idiosyncratic education in which 

is intermediate schooling and collage level 

GESEO system and is on the way from the 

SOWMESHA University research for religious 

visioning prgramme project still ongoing.  

 

 

 

 

Worldwide: A New Religious Storytelling 
Dispatches Loom Through Poems and Songs 

 

Despite, the old religious scripts are persistent 

once yet nothing permanent in across the holy 

scripts due to the recent Callier alarm looms in 

across the world. As result of that, apart from 

my journalism profession I’m also a new 

researcher academically whose mission is to 

write a new religion holy script in which 

supposed being all over the world at least the 

next two years ahead. The Religious dispatches 

are those sacred and central to the holy 

teachings of almost every given religion. It 

significantly as these dispatches transport 

spiritual truth, establish a connection with the 

celestial, substitute communal identity, and 

provide the promotion of mystical experiences 

and spiritual practices. 

Nevertheless, there ongoing human being 

engagement holy manual testaments ahead 

though no one knows how they have supposed 

to come and when exactly is scheduled to meet 

but it needs to quota what we have learnt from 

the past experiences including the one I’m now 

recollecting her dispatches and from through 

poems and songs. Likely poems and songs 

empower society and deliver knowledge to 

their hearts as the beliefs, values and ideas of 

religious traditions have made, and continue to 

make, significant contributions to the 



development of human societies and cultures. 

My research initiative, the World Federation of 

Intercultural Journalists (WOFIJ) in cooperation 

with SOWMESHA University her lower chamber 

department on the soil are continuing to 

advertise and collect the global songs audios 

and videos materially in order to investigate 

their messages and do monitoring and 

evaluation fairly in appropriate temptation 

periods ahead. 

Started from 2014 since now, nearby one-

hundred countries are the first target group by 

collecting their songs and poems while the main 

value is 50 nation’s from the entire world 

territories including England UK, Somalia, 

Ethiopia, Sudan, Turkey, China, France, India, 

Italy, Brazil,Somaliland,Eritrea,Saudi-

arabia,Poland,Russia, Ukrain, 

,Iraq,Libya,Egypt,Japan,Austria,Pakistan,Iran,Pal

astine,Germany,Netherland,Finland 

,Australia,Indonisia,Malaysia,Kenya,Senegal,Gh

ana,Nigeria,Israel,Djibouti,Chat, 

Namibia,Mozambique,Niger,Togo,Rwanda,Syria

,Lebanon,Myanmar,Kashmir,Taiwan,Chili,Zimba

bwe,Argentina,Peru,Panama,Colombia,Greece 

and the United States. Temptationally, the 

project duration deadline will be on 2024 while 

the core value is to find good religious 

dispatches and well been news from the above 

nations in order to resettle a good holy religion 

script from different sights with different 

societies. For more details and interviews 

please don’t hesitate to contact with Rev. Mr. 

Daud Abdi Daud at jourd@circles-dg.org or visit: 

www.circles-dg.org . For more details feel free 

to contact with Rev. Jourdi sir-Yoon at 

jourd@circles-dg.org  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notice to YOU reader…! 

If you need more about the University and 

other informations or advertisement 

purposes please don’t hesitate to contact us 

at info4all@sowmesha.org .  
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